
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dealing with the Affordability of the As-Is Assessment Budget …  

While Optimizing Time-to-Value Solutions that Impact  

Competitive Advantage and Market Share 

 

 

The West Trax KPI Analyzer App accelerates  

the assessment time - per production system - by an average of  

a year or more. This enables 10, 20, 60 systems or even more, 

with As-Is content within days versus years, for migration, 

integration, and consolidations. You can’t get this anywhere else. 

How many years does it take for alternative solutions to do this? 

Think of the opportunity to reduce Marketplace Disruption Risk while 

accelerating Time-to-Value and Time-to-Market at every company that  

runs on SAP.  

The ROI White Paper explores how using KPI Analyzer technology-on-technology for the 

assessment actually eliminates internal IT resource disruption. Now you can save significant 

time and money on assessments and gain a much higher ROI. For example, 10 systems 

assessments all performed with the app in just 1 day, can easily exceed savings of $20 Million. 

The budget savings can be shifted to accelerate investments with global services partners and 

SAP in actual migrations, integrations, consolidations, and license fees.  

In today’s COVID-19 environment through the end of 2020, eliminating all Face-to-Face 

aspects for As-Is workshops by using the KPI Analyzer app allows Sr. Executive Decision Makers 

to continue their digital transformation initiatives. The virtual new way of working, through 

technology-on-technology, quickly eliminates fear and impacts by objectively knowing the As-

Is status of your current system’s health.  

The ROI White Paper data models provide As-Is ROI information to optimize operations 

through consolidations and migrations to S/4HANA, with significantly lower costs and risk. 

White Paper elements cover how the KPI Analyzer app continues to provide savings by re-

running analyses as many times as necessary. This eliminates on-going Face-to-Face workshops 

and provides added value that enables highest level of quality assurance within the 12 months 

app license subscription.  

Does anyone else do this? 

AS-IS ASSESSMENT ROI WHITE PAPER OVERVIEW 

The West Trax KPI Analyzer provides disruptive acceleration and ROI for As-Is 
assessments impacts targeting business solution integrations and migrations to SAP 
S/4HANA. The ROI White Paper examines significant financial models and resource 
productivity elements that favorably impact a company’s IT budget.  

The Due Diligence Value Discovery Roundtable is the only place that Sr. Finance, 
CIO, and IT leaders can examine these models presented in the White Paper, which 
are built on the data from West Trax As-Is analysis used to estimate assessment costs 
and impacts. 

The White Paper also helps executives optimize human resources blended with 
technology-on-technology for business case criteria to move to SAP S/4HANA and 
integrated business solutions. 

 

App Disruption Advantage 

1) Accelerates time by an average of a year or 

more per production system 

2) Lowers risk of human error 

3) Provides comprehensive data for business 

case and migration planning  

4) Eliminates tying up internal IT resources 

for manual “as-is” assessments 

Financial Advantage 

1) Produces financial savings ROI average 

ranging from 400% to 1,000% 

2) Allows multiple assessments in one day 

for additional consolidation and 

optimization savings 

3) Provides a QA checklist for migration 

services database housekeeping to 

maximize savings 

Productivity Advantage 

1) Eliminates reassigning internal IT resources 

to team w/external consultants for 

assessment data collection  

2) Allows existing resources to focus on higher 

value projects and business priorities 

3) Provides greater employee engagement, 

experience & retention in the company’s 

business, and ongoing SAP projects. 
We run our KPI Analyzer app on an SAP system you select – at No-Cost. Then we produce a virtual 

Due Diligence Value Discovery Roundtable to review your actual As-Is Results with your executives 

and IT leaders, for As-Is deep dive Level 5 business process standard transactions and custom code. 

Then, you can buy the app and all the deep dive facts to create your business case. Learn more today: 

Americas, Rick Felt rfelt@biztrantoday.com                         EMEA & APAC, Diana Bohr dbohr@westtrax.com   

White Paper Author, Jim Villwock jim@hiadvisory.com  
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